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Task Description:

The main objective of our proposal is to determine space radiation-dependent short- and long-term degenerative
cardiovascular (CV) risks on the molecular, cellular, and tissue levels in the heart as the primary organ and bone marrow
(BM)-derived endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) first, as a primary space radiation target and second, as a possible
significant contributor to degenerative CV risks, later on in life. 
Our central hypothesis is that low-dose space radiation-induced DNA damage repair is inefficient in BM-derived EPC
and this may lead to increased mutagenesis with subsequent long-term loss of endothelial function of BM-derived
EPCs. This may then pose significant degenerative CV risk on physiologic homeostasis in the aging heart and on the
regeneration and neovascularization processes in the heart under pathologic conditions such as acute myocardial
infarction (AMI). 

Comparisons will be made between two types of low-dose radiation -- proton versus iron and single versus fractionated
exposures. In short-term in vitro studies (minutes, hours, and up to 30 days after exposure) will evaluate in ex-vivo
expanded EPCs and cardiomyocytes DNA damage and repair as well as radiation-induced bystander effects (irradiated
cells emit signals to "un-hit" cells), angiogenic gene expression in EPCs. In short-term in vivo studies in the heart we will
evaluate acute damage (inflammation and cell death), DNA damage, and repair kinetics. In our long-term studies (3, 6,
9, and 12 months after exposure) we will evaluate oxidative stress and antioxidant defense in BM-derived EPCs,
alterations in several EPC endothelial functions, number of circulating peripheral blood EPCs, and cardiomyocyte
contractility. In the last part of our studies we will assess CV risks as a result of low-dose radiation plus aging and CV
risks under pathological condition -- radiation plus aging plus adverse CV event (i.e., AMI). Here we will evaluate
post-AMI survival, alterations in cardiac physiology (echocardiography), infarct size, inflammation, cardiac
regeneration, neovascularization, and mobilization of EPCs from BM. 

Our studies will address two high-priority research topics of this specific solicitation and NASA research interests for
degenerative risks to the heart -- (1) development of murine models to estimate risks for degenerative heart diseases; (2)
determine the progression rates and latency periods for space radiation-related degenerative CV risks as a function of
radiation type (proton vs. heavy ion), exposure frequency (single vs. fractionated), age, and age plus adverse CV event. 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

In terms of Earth-based applications the information gained from our studies will have benefit for people on Earth who
are (1) undergoing therapeutic radiation in the proximity of the heart (breast, esophageal, lung cancers, etc.) for cancer
treatment (direct “hit” effect); (2) undergoing therapeutic radiation elsewhere in the body (prostate, colon, skin, liver
cancers, etc.) for cancer treatment (non-targeted effects) that may affect heart years and decades after these treatments. 
In addition, our studies will also provide novel insights into the alterations in cardiac function processes on the molecular
and cardiac physiology levels that may allow for estimation of degenerative risks to cardiovascular system in the civilian
population exposed to full body low-dose radiation due to accidental exposures (Chernobyl, Fukushima, etc.) and cancer
patients undergoing very frequent imaging tests (i.e., full body Computer Tomography, PET Scans). 

Our studies will address two high-priority research topics for NASA research interests for degenerative risks to the heart
-- (1) development of murine models to estimate risks for degenerative heart diseases; (2) determine the progression rates
and latency periods for space radiation-related degenerative CV risks as a function of radiation type (proton vs. heavy
ion), exposure frequency (single vs. fractionated), age, and age plus adverse CV event. 

  

OUR NEW FINDINGS FOR THE REPORTING PERIOD ARE ORGANIZED BELOW BY FOUR SUB-TITLES
CONTAINING CORRESPONDING BACKGROUND, METHODOLOGY, MAIN FINDINGS, AND THE
SUMMARY. 
SUB-PROJECT 1: 

Title: DELAYED CARDIOMYOCYTE RESPONSE TO TOTAL BODY HEAVY ION PARTICLE RADIATION
EXPOSURE – IDENTIFICATION OF REGULATORY GENE NETWORKS. Background: Understanding the effects of
low dose ionizing radiation (IR) for ions of high atomic number (Z) and energy (HZE) on cardiovascular (CV) tissue is
important for characterizing the risk of human space exploration. Cardiomyocytes (CM) are the basic contractile cells
within the heart, whose contractile function directly influences the pathogenesis of heart disease. Understanding of
complex processes that take place in CMs after insults caused by IR, such as proton and HZE particles, is paramount to
our understanding of CV system function during and after exploration-type space missions. 

Methodology: Adult (8-9 months old) male C57Bl/6NT mice were exposed to single full-body IR of proton (90 cGy, 1
GeV) or 56Fe, iron particles (15 cGy, 1 GeV/nucleon); 0.15 Gy was delivered using 1 GeV/nucleon iron ions (linear
energy transfer-LET ~151 keV per µm) or 0.9 Gy at 1 GeV energy protons (LET ~0.22 keV per µm). Primary left
ventricular (LV) CMs were isolated using standard preparation protocol that includes cannulation of the aorta and
collagenase digestion followed by a Ca2+ gradient selection, yielding >90% of Ca2+ tolerant CMs. We looked at
molecular responses using transcriptome profiling in isolated LV murine CMs to 1H- and 56Fe-IR at 1, 3, 7, 14, and 28
days post-IR using Ingenuity IPA and NIH DAVID programs. 

Main Findings: Unsupervised clustering analysis of gene expression segregated samples according to the IR response,
and time after exposure with iron IR showing the greatest level of gene modulation. Little differential transcript
modulation was seen in response to whole body proton IR. There were two notable types of upstream regulators –
cytokines and transcriptional regulators. Individual transcription factors were inferred to be active at 1, 3, 7, 14, and 28
days after exposure. The activation of several developmental transcription factors, such as TBX5, GATA-4, MEF2C
two weeks after 56Fe-IR, strongly suggest initiation of cardio-protective and regeneration responses in 56Fe-IR hearts.
To identify time independent changes in biological pathways, we also analyzed differences between iron and proton
arrays. The top 5 significant pathways identified were Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s, oxidative phosphorylation,
cardiac muscle contraction, and Huntington’s disease, followed by hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and dilated
cardiomyopathy. These top 5 significant pathways shared the majority of transcripts that were involved in mitochondrial
and oxidative phosphorylation function illustrating the inter-relationship between the same oxidative phosphorylation
genes that play a role in neurodegenerative and cardiovascular disorders/diseases. 

Summary: These data suggest that the molecular response to 15 cGy, 1 GeV/n of iron is unique and shows long-lasting
gene expression in cardiomyocytes, up to 28 days after exposure. In addition, proteins involved in signal transduction
and transcriptional activation via DNA binding play a role in the response to HZE particles. Our study may have
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Task Progress:

and transcriptional activation via DNA binding play a role in the response to HZE particles. Our study may have
implications for NASA’s efforts to develop more accurate heart risk estimates for astronaut safety via identification of
specific to HZE IR molecular markers as well as for patients receiving conventional and particle radiotherapy. 

SUB-PROJECT 2: 

Title: DIFFERENT SEQUENCE OF FRACTIONATED PROTON AND SINGLE LOW DOSE IRON RADIATION
INDUCE DIVERGENT BIOLOGICAL RESPONSES IN THE HEART. 

Background: Astronauts will be exposed to IR composed of a spectrum of low-fluence protons (1H) and high charge and
energy (HZE) nuclei iron (i.e., 56Fe). During GCR each cell in an astronaut’s body will be traversed by a 1H about
every 3 days and HZE nuclei about every few months. Hence, the traversal sequence of cells with an ion in space could
be random. Therefore, a scenario that a cell in human body may be hit first with several 1H particles then with HZE or
an HZE then several 1H should be equally probable. The effect of cosmic IR during and after space flights on
cardiovascular (CV) system is unknown. 

Methodology: We evaluated the effect of low-dose fractioned and sequential IR dose regimens in 8-9 month old
C57BL/6NT male mice in the following groups: Group 1- control; Group 2 - 1H 17 cGy once every 2 days for a total of
3 doses (fractionated proton); Group 3 – Fractionated 1H 17 cGy once every 2 days for a total of 3 doses followed by a
single dose of 56Fe 15 cGy 2 days after the last dose of proton; Group 4 – a single dose of 56Fe 15 cGy/followed by
fractionated 1H 17 cGy once every 2 days for a total of 3 doses 2 days after a single 56Fe-IR. The energy for both ions
was 1 GeV. Cardiac function was assessed by echocardiography and hemodynamic measurements. To determine the
effect of fractionated/sequential regimens of 1H and 56Fe-IR on recovery after an ischemic event, acute myocardial
infarct (AMI) was induced by ligation of left anterior descending coronary artery 1 and 3 months post-IR. 

Main Findings: In IR + Aging group, at 1 and 3 months post-IR, fractionated 1H-IR alone or fractionated 1H-IR
followed by a single 56Fe-IR did not induce negative effect on post-IR mice survival and cardiac function, and cardiac
fibrosis was decreased in mice of these IR groups. However, when a single 56Fe-IR was followed by a fractionated
1H-IR, there were several negative and CV degenerative developments. In this group post-IR survival was decreased by
>20% at 1 and 3 months, left ventricular (LV) end diastolic pressure (LVEDP) was increased at 3 months, and LV
maximum pressure change (dP/dtmax) was decreased at 1 month; both of which are indicative of negative
hemodynamic developments in the heart of the surviving fraction of mice in 56Fe-IR/1H+1H+1H radiation regimen -
Group 4. 

In IR + Aging + AMI group, fractionated 1H-IR alone or 56Fe-IR followed by fractionated 1H-IR did not have
significant negative effect on post-AMI survival and cardiac function at 1 month post-IR. However, when fractionated
1H-IR was followed by a single 56Fe-IR, there were several negative developments. In this group, at 1 month, there was
a 24% decrease in post-AMI survival and a substantial increase in post-AMI cardiac fibrosis. These findings are
indicative of significant negative effects for post-AMI recovery after 1H+1H+1H/56Fe-IR regimen in the surviving
fraction of mice in Group 3. 

Summary: Taken together, our findings in mixed ion fractionated/sequential IR groups strongly suggest dramatically
different biological responses due to diverse sequence and fractionation of 1H vs. a single 56Fe-IR. These findings
emphasize the necessity to determine underlying molecular mechanisms responsible for this significant mix ion
fractionation and sequence-dependent divergent responses in the heart during aging and in case of a possible ischemic
cardiovascular event. 

SUB-PROJECT 3: 

Title: PARTICLE RADIATION INDUCED LONG-LASTING CYCLICAL DECREASES IN THE NUMBER OF
BONE MARROW PREGENITOR CELLS IS ASSOCIATED WITH UPREGULATION OF SEVERAL
PLURIPOTENT STEM CELL MARKERS OVER TEN MONTHS POST-IR. Background: Radiation-induced
decreases in the number of bone marrow (BM)-derived endothelial progenitor cell (BM-EPCs) and their lineage
precursors which include Early- and Late-Multi-Potent Progenitor cells (E-MPPs and L-MPPs) could contribute to the
pathogenesis of ischemic and vascular diseases. We examined the effect of full-body single dose of proton (1H) at 0.5
Gy, 1 GeV, and 0.15 Gy, 1 GeV/nucleon of iron (56Fe) ionizing radiation (IR) on survival of multipotent progenitor cell
populations. The survival of E-MPPs and L-MPPs in the BM after particle IR in C57BL/6NT mice were determined at
1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 28, and 40 weeks post-IR. 

Methodology: Total BM-derived mononuclear cells were triple-stained with FITC-labeled RAM34 antibody (that
consists of CD34, c-kit, and Sca1 antibodies), PE-Cy7-AC133, and PE-hematopoietic lineage cocktail, then sorted by
Fluorescence Associated Cell Sorting (FACS) analysis for Early-MPPs and Late-MPPs. 

Main Findings: Compared to control mice, 1H-IR increased the number of both E-MPPs (665%) and L-MPPs (203%) by
1 week, whereas 56Fe-IR decreased E-MPP (74%) and L-MPPs (65%) at 1 week post-IR, suggesting an initial
stimulation by 1H and “a hefty” damage by 56Fe in the BM milieu. In 56Fe-IR mice, E-MPPs were partially recovered
between 4 and 12 weeks but declined again below ~55-70% of control levels between 28-40 weeks. In 1H-IR mice,
E-MPPs were close to control levels up to 4 weeks, but declined >50% at 8 and 28 weeks. These long-lasting cyclical
effects on the number of BM-derived E-MPPs and L-MPPs suggest the presence of prolonged non-targeted effects in
BM milieu. Total RNA isolated from L-MMP cell pellets up to 10 months post-IR to determine the expression of three
pluripotent stem cell markers - Sox-2, Nanog and Oct-4. Our targeted gene expression results reveal long-lasting and
cyclical (2 and 10 months) upregulation of these Sox-2, Nanog and Oct-4 in Late-MPPs. Without a significant
preconceived notion, the decrease in the number of Early- and L-MPPs associated with upregulation of three pluripotent
stem cell factors in BM may indicate a significant depletion/loss of stem and progenitor cells in the BM and an
activation of endogenous re-programing signaling. The specific mechanism(s) of this phenomenon is not known. 

Summary: These long-lasting and cyclical effects of IR on the BM E-MPPs and L-MPPs after a single 1H or 56Fe IR
dose suggest the presence of prolonged and non-targeted effects in BM milieu, particularly in cells that were not
traversed by IR directly. The function of the surviving fraction of E-MPPs and L-MPPs and, more importantly, their
impact on cardiac homeostasis, cardiac repair, and regeneration, remain unknown. These findings warrant inquiry into
the mechanistic studies of the stem cell functions such as, pluripotency and self-renewal, in surviving fraction of BM
progenitor cell populations. In addition, future longitudinal studies are necessary to determine whether BM progenitor
cell populations may be affected in astronauts after deep space missions as well as after low dose terrestrial IR
exposure, such as full body CT and PET scans. 
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SUB-PROJECT 4: 

Title: IONIZING PARTICLE RADIATION INDUCE CYCLICAL INCREASE IN BONE MARROW-DERIVED
ENDOTHELIAL PROGENITOR CELL APOPTOSIS. Background: Long-lasting radiation (IR)-induced chromosomal
instability has been demonstrated in the bone-marrow (BM) after full body IR with either X-rays or neutrons. It has been
shown that after space flights, the numbers of myeloid and lymphoid BM-derived stem and progenitor cells are reduced
to just one-half of their normal levels. This result suggests that endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) may be similarly
reduced in the bone marrow milieu. During future exploration-type space missions, astronauts will be exposed to space
IR composed of a spectrum of low-fluence protons (1H) and high charge and energy (HZE) nuclei (e.g., 56Fe) for
extended time. BM-derived EPCs are critical to endothelial cell (EC) maintenance and repair. The data on the effects of
low-dose ionizing space-type particle IR on survival and proliferation of BM-EPCs are limited. 

Methodology: We studied the effects of low dose proton and 56Fe (iron) IR on BM-EPCs in mice and cultured
BM-derived EPCs. Adult (8-9 months old) male C57Bl/6NT mice were exposed to a single full-body IR of proton (90
cGy, 1 GeV) or 56Fe particles (15 cGy, 1 GeV/nucleon). Mononuclear fraction of BM cells (MNCs) were isolated from
full-body IR mice at 2, 5, 24 hours and 7, 14, and 28 days. The ex-vivo expanded BM-EPCs were obtained by culturing
the BM-MNCs for 72 hours in EPC selective culture media. After 72 hours in culture we assessed apoptosis and
proliferation of BM-derived EPCs. In the second part of the study, BM-EPCs were obtained from non-irradiated
(non-IR) mice and subjected to IR. After 2, 5, and 24 hours, IR conditioned medium (IR-CM) was collected and
transferred to non-IR BM-EPCs to test the non-targeted effects in the naïve non-irradiated BM-EPCs. Twenty four hours
after incubation with non-IR, control and IR-CM media, the formation and decay of DNA double strand breaks were
assessed by p-H2AX staining. The production and accumulation of inflammatory cytokines was measured by
enzyme-linked immunesorbent assay (ELISA). 

Main Findings: Our results showed that there was a cyclical (early 2-5h and delayed 28 days) increase in BM-EPC
apoptosis and decreased proliferation after a single, full body, low dose 1H- or 56Fe-IR in mice. In both 1H- and 56Fe
IR-CM treated naïve BM-EPCs, the number of p-H2AX foci was significantly increased between 2-24 hours after
co-culture, which was associated with 2-15-fold increases in the concentration of inflammatory cytokines such as
TNF-alpha, IL-1 alpha, IL-1 beta, MCP-1, and MIP-1 alpha, in IR conditioned media. 

Summary: Our data indicate that early, within hours, increase in BM-EPC apoptosis may be the effect of direct IR
exposure, whereas late increase in apoptosis and decrease in proliferation could be a result of non-targeted effects in the
cells that were not traversed by IR directly. Further, identifying the role of specific cytokines responsible for IR-induced
non-targeted effects in BM milieu may allow development of mitigating factors to reduced long-term effects of ionizing
particle IR. 
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